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Abstract:

Historian, biographer and poet, Shiblee holds an

indispensible position in the tradition of Urdu

criticism. Shiblee has great share in Urdu

Literature. He has made his centre of attention at a

time, history, religion, literature and excelled in

every position. But as a critic he seems to be top of

all. The growth of crtitical consciousness of

Shiblee is directrly flourished under the oriental

critical back drop. Arabic critical tradition seems

more prominent in his critical ideology. Under

discussion article seems more under the Arabic

cricitical tradition in terms of change in the critical

ideology.


 
















 





 















 








 













 




 
 



 


 





 
 







 













 
















 











 











 

















 












 



 






 

















 











 































 












 





























 














 



 





 






















 






 

















 











 








 









 




 










 















 







 
 

 
 
 






 

 





 
 





 





 
 
 





 
 





 
 
 





 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 






